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Theorem:prove that any system of
Coplanar forces acting on a rigid b

ody is equivalent to a single force a
cting at an arbitrary point in the pla
ne of the forces together with coup
le

Let P P, P...be tho givonsystem of forcos acting at the

Az (V
A

Aa (as-
Aspoints A, As, As. .

.
. . .respectively, the co-ordinates of A, A 43

being (x, Vi), (*g, a), (*3, Va)...... with respect to the fixed
axes Ox and Oy in the plane of the forces.

First resolve Pi into components X, and Y1 parallel to Ox and Oy:

Now Y can be replaced by
Y at O and a couple Y'1*1

X, can be replaced by
X at O and a couple -X1V1

Hence P1 is replaced by
aloy Ox,

and a couple Y1x1-XV
Y along Oy,

fence, adding up all the forces, we have
along Ox,
along Oy

2(Y1*X,V1)=G, (say).

X1
and a couple

2X1 and 2Y1 are further equivalent to a'single force R acting át.o.



Theorem

Obtain the equation to the line of a
ction of the resultant of system of
coplanar forces

We know that a system of coplanar forces acting on a rigid bodycan be reduced to a single force, R, acting at an arbitrary chosenpoint, O, in the plane of the forces together with a couple, G.



Roealtunt

P(h,k)

R

E7-X,s)=6,say).

EN=Xsay),
Let P be any point (h, k) which lies on the resultant of the givesystem
The moment of the system about P= the moment of the resultant about P=0,

G+X.PQ- Y.O0=0; i.e. G-+X.k-Y.h=0.i.e.
Hence the locus of (h, k) is

G+Xy-Yx=0,
-

which is the required equation of the line of action of the resultantforce



Theorem
Obtain the general conditions of eg
uilibrium of system of forces actin
g in one plane upon a rigid body

If the system of forces be in equilibrium, then

R=0 i.e. V+Y?=0 i.e. X4Y3=0
which g ives X = 0 and Y=0, and also G=0

Conversely, If X=0, Y=0 and G=0
then R=0 and G 0.
Thus the system of forces is inequilibrium. Hence the necessar

and sufficient conditions for equilibrium are

X=0, Y=0and G=0.

-


